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A STUDY TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM CARTON HEAD SPACE AND
CARTON ORIENTATION IN A CORRUGATED CASE TO MINIMIZE
PRODUCT DAMAGE THROUGH DISTRIBUTION
By
Kim Mitchell
ABSTRACT
Pasta products are separated into four product categories: long goods, short goods,
noodles and specialty items. Margins and subsequent corporate profits vary with each
category. Long and short goods are commodity items. Therefore, they have low
margins. Noodle item margins are slightly higher. However, pasta's highest margins are
derived from the sale of speciality items. These items include Stuffing Shells, Lasagna
and Manicotti. Because corporate profits are affected by the sales mix ratio of speciality
items to other pasta categories, pasta companies strive to increase their market share of
speciality items.
Audits to determine stuffing shell quality in packages found on grocery store shelves
were conducted in Lowell, MA, Minneapolis, MN, St. Louis, MO and Syracuse NY
during April, 1994. Product from four manufacturers was collected. Results of these
audits revealed thirty percent, by weight, of all stuffing shells were fractured. It also
found two competitors, DaVinnci and Columbia, had lower fractrue rates than either
Borden or Hershey.
Development of a package that reduces stuffing shell breakage levels found on grocery
store shelves will allow a manufacturer to increase its market share.
This study examined optimum carton head space, carton orientation and flute
construction in a corrugated case to minimize product damage through a distribution
system.
Test results showed that carton orientation in a corrugated case and carton head space
were significant factors in reduced stuffing shell pasta fracture rates.
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INTRODUCTION
PROBLEM
This research project proposed to determine optimum carton headspace and carton
orientation in a corrugated case to minimize damage to stuffing shell pasta packaged
within a Borden Italian Foods manufacturing facility and shipped to the customer through
Borden's distribution system.
It also proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of corrugated boxes made from A flute
corrugated board versus C flute corrugated in the reduction of damage to stuffing shell
pasta through distribution.
SUBPROBLEMS
The following subproblem determinations were required: carton specification for reduced
head space carton variable, case specifications for each carton orientation and carton head
space variable, and experimental protocol, including distribution abuse test sequence and
experimental design.
HYPOTHESIS
Fracture rates of stuffing shell pasta are affected by carton orientation in a corrugated
case, carton head space and flute type of the corrugated case.
DELIMITATIONS
This research project evaluated optimum carton headspace, carton orientation and flute
type of standard carton and corrugated case designs. The package designs tested as part
of this research project can be implemented in a Borden Italian Foods manufacturing
facility easily if they are found to reduce fracture rates of stuffing shell pasta.
ASSUMPTIONS
Cases of stuffing shell pasta will continue to be packed with twelve cartons per case. The
distribution test sequence was created to produce a 50% damage rate of cracked or
broken shells in test samples. Results from this test will be directly applicable to actual
distribution results.
IMPORTANCE OF STUDY
Pasta products are separated into four product categories: long goods, short goods,
noodles and specialty items. Margins and subsequent corporate profits vary with each
category. Long and short goods are commodity items. Therefore, they have low
margins. Noodle item margins are slightly higher. However,
pasta'
s highest margins are
derived from the sale of speciality items. These items include Stuffing Shells, Lasagna
and Manicotti. Because corporate profits are affected by the sales mix ratio of speciality
items to other pasta categories, pasta companies strive to increase theirmarket share of
speciality items.
Audits to determine stuffing shell quality in packages found on grocery store shelves
were conducted in Lowell, MA, Minneapolis, MN, St. Louis, MO, and Syracuse, NY
during April 1994. Products from four manufacturers were collected. Results of these
audits revealed 30 percent, by weight, of all stuffing shells were fractured. It also found
two competitors , Davinnci and Columbia, had lower fracture rates than either Borden or
Hershey (Oakley, May 1994).
Development of a package that reduced stuffing shell breakage levels found on grocery
store shelves would allow a manufacturer to increase its market share.
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
In November of 1993, the Borden pastamarketing group assumed that Prince stuffing
shell pasta had lost market share due to excessive shell breakage. This belief led to an
initiative, by Borden's Package Development Group from the Gail Borden Research
Centre, to develop a package system that would reduce damage rates of stuffing shell
pasta.
At the time this project was initiated in January 1994, no quantitative information existed
regarding damage levels of stuffing shells found in the field and where damage occurred.
Therefore, the first effort was a study to determine damage rates ofboth Borden's and
competitors'
stuffing shells. Audits ofBorden's manufacturing plants in St. Louis, MO
and Lowell, MA were conducted to determine damage rates and where, within the
manufacturing process, that damage occurred. Next, field audits were conducted to
determine damage rates of stuffing shells found on store shelves ofboth Borden's and
competitors'
products. Stores in three cities, St. Louis, Mo., Syracuse, NY and
Springfield, MA, were audited. Competitors' products evaluated in this study included
Hershey, DaVinnci, and Columbia.
This initial study concluded that the largest single contributor to stuffing shell damage
was the product handling system at the manufacturing facilities. It also found two
competitors, DaVinnci and Columbia, had lower fracture rates than either Borden or
Hershey. Also, both Borden and Hershey had similar damage rates for samples pulled
from stores. Analysis of the competitive data and structural differences in stuffing shells
from each company suggested that it was possible to make stuffing shells which were
more resistant to breakage by altering their physical characteristics (Oakley, May 1994)
A recommendation was made that the product handling operation at Borden's
manufacturing facilities be redesigned and amore robust product be developed prior to
initiation of any package redesign work (Oakley, May 1994).
Work was completed at Borden's Lowell facility to eliminate product drops at conveyor
transition points along the production line from the extruder to the packaging equipment.
Another line audit was made to determine damage rates caused by Lowell's material
handling system in September 1995. A report was published which summarized this
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audit. It stated "that the elimination of drop impact areas significantly reduced the
damage levels of the stuffing
shells"
(Oakley, September 1995). Concurrent with
Lowell's efforts to smooth transition points in its production lines, the pasta product
development group worked on formula and extrusion technology to develop amore
robust product.
Borden's Package Development Group continued to work on the package redesign effort
for the stuffing shell pasta product. In June 1994, separate ideation meetings were held at
the Gail Borden Research Centre, with the Research and Development groups from the
Jefferson Smurfit Corporation and Stone Container Corporation. Twenty-four potential
package options to reduce stuffing shell damage rates were developed as an outcome of
these meetings.
From these twenty-four options, two were determined to be easy to implement. They
were use of an A flute corrugated case and the reorientation of the carton in the
corrugated case (Mitchell, June & Oct. 1994). The hypothesis regarding these two
options was that A flute would function as a cushion material. Therefore, it would
dampen any impact energies experienced by the stuffing shells during distribution. The
reorientation of cartons would reduce the number of shells in a vertical column within
the carton and hence the weight of shells on the bottom shell in the carton.
An experimental design was developed to test these packaging options. Two tests were
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completed, one by the Stone Container Corporation's Marketing and Technical Center in
Oakbrook, IL and another by Borden's Packaging and Development group at the Gail
Borden Research Centre in Syracuse, NY. Results from both tests stated that A flute
corrugated cases, with a 42-26-42 liner-medium-liner construction, reduced stuffing shell
damage rates (Bruner, 1994); (Mitchell and Oakley, 1995). This conclusion was drawn
from analysis of data which quantified shell damage as a percent ofweight damaged. An
analysis ofvariance was not completed in either test. Since the cost of an A flute
corrugated case was $.04 per case more than the cost of the case used at the time, another
test was recommended prior to conversion to A flute corrugated cases. This final test to
verify results and findings of the previous studies, and prior to conversion to A flute
corrugated cases, became the basis for this thesis work.
PROCEDURE
SAMPLE PRODUCT
Sample product used in this test was Prince's Jumbo Shell pasta, UPC 41 129-02067.
Four pallets, 144 cases ofproduct, were sent to Rochester Institute ofTechnology's
packaging test lab for pre-sorting, packing into sample sets, vibration testing, drop testing
and post-test sorting. The sample product was produced and packaged during a regularly
scheduled production run at Borden's pasta plant in Lowell, Massachusetts. Other
packaging used for this product consisted of a corrugated case, specification number 33-
1010-1. This case contained 12 category 5 cartons packed with 12 ounces (340 grams) of
jumbo shells.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experimental focus was to test the hypothesis that orientation of a carton within a
case, the amount ofhead space in a carton, and the flute type of a carton significantly
affects the percentage of good shells within a carton.
Experimental Grid
Orientation Current Reduced Current Reduced
Head Space Head Space Head Space Head space
"C" Flute "C" Flute "A" Flute "A" Flute
X Control X-2 X-3 X-4
Y Y-l Y-2 Y-3 Y-4
Z Z-l Z-2 Z-3 Z-4
Table A
Secondarily, the hypothesis that the level of a case on the pallet, the configuration of the
cartons within a case and the subjectivity ofmeasuring the response could significantly
affect the results, was tested. A summary of the experimental design consisted of the
following factors and labels (Coleman, 1996).
FACTORS
Orientation
Head Space
Flute Type
Test Layer
Original Layer
Configuration
Measurement Group
LEVELS
X,Y,Z
Reduced, Current
A, C
1,2,3,4L , ^-j _-,
A, B, C, D*? J-'? ^s
Z1,Z2, Y1,Y2, XI
Red, Green, Yellow, Blue
Table B
ORIENTATION
Orientation refers to which carton dimension length, width, or depth was vertical in
the corrugated case.
X
Figure 1 Carton Orientation
HEAD SPACE
Head space was the vertical component of the void created in the top of a carton when
product did not completely fill the container. Current head space found in Prince's
stuffing shell pasta cartons at the time of this experiment was 2.5 inches to 3 inches.
Reduced head space cartons were designed 2 inches shorter than current cartons.
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FLUTE TYPE
Flute type used in this experiment was either A or C. A flute was chosen as a variable
because it may have a cushion effect through energy absorption when the flutes crush
during a drop impact. C flute was the normal flute used in standard stuffing shell
corrugated cases.
ORIGINAL LAYER
Each column on the pallet ofproduct shipped from Lowell consisted of four cases of
product. Layer A comprised the bottom cases of the pallet. Layer B was the next layer of
cases up from the bottom. Layer C was above layer B, with layer D the topmost cases on
the test pallet.
TEST LAYER
Each column on the test pallet consisted of four cases ofproduct. Layer one consisted of
the bottom cases on the pallet. Layer two was the next layer of cases up from the bottom.
Layer three was above layer two, with layer four the topmost cases on the test pallet.
CONFIGURATION
Configuration refers to the position of the carton within the corrugated case. In addition
to the Y and Z orientations, cases were arranged in two different configurations, to
balance out any edge or side effects.
10
Figure 2 Carton Configuration
XI
Yl
Y2
11
Zl
Z2
MEASUREMENT GROUP
Post test inspection involved dividing the workers doing the inspection into four groups.
These groups worked as a team to inspect shells and collect the raw data ofwhole shells
versus damaged shells. These teams were designated as red, green, yellow, and blue.
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The layout of the experiment was:
OR(3) x HS(2) x FT(2) Unit: a set of4 cases
x TstLayr(4) x OrigLayr(4) Unit: a case
Carton(3) Unit:a carton
Therefore, 3x2x2x4x4x3 = 576 cartons were testedfVoelkel, 1996).
Experimental Layout
Figure 3
PRE-SORT SAMPLE INSPECTION
Prior to pre-sorting shells, each case ofproduct shipped from Lowell was identified as to
which layer of the pallet it was on. Each layer was assigned a letter A, B, C or D. Layer
A was the bottom layer and layer D was the top layer. The pre sort inspection procedure
i:
was as follows:
Only cases from one layer were sorted at a time.
These cases were removed from a particular level on the pallet four cases at a
time.
The cartons from each case were removed. They were then opened and their
contents placed onto a table top.
The team inspected each and sorted out the whole shells. These whole shells were
placed in a group on the opposite end of the sort table. All broken and fractured
shells were discarded.
Shells were mixed gently but throughly. Care was taken to avoid damage to any
sample shells.
ASSEMBLE PRODUCT INTO CARTON VARIABLES
After the pre-sort process was completed, cartons were filled and labeled prior to
assembling into corrugated cases. The carton assembly procedure was as follows:
Only shells from one layer were assembled into cartons at a time.
Shells were randomly selected from the pile ofmixed whole shells.
340 grams of shells were weighed out and carefully placed into carton variables.
Cartons were sealed with masking tape.
Cartons were labeled with a letter indicating the level where the shells originated.
This procedure was repeated for the other original layers until all four layers were
completed.
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ASSEMBLE CARTON VARIABLES INTO CASES
Cartons were labeled and assembled into their corrugated case variables as stipulated by
the experimental design. Refer to experimental design in section 3.2. The assembly
procedure was as follows:
Cartons were configured into cases according to the appropriate diagram of the
experimental design.
Cartons were labeled with the appropriate observation number (1, 2, 3... 12, etc.).
Cases were labeled with the observation sequence (1-12, 13-24, etc.).
Cases were labeled with the appropriate test layer, either 1, 2, 3 or 4. One was the
bottom layer and 4 was the top layer.
Case assemblies were verified by a second team member who compared it to the
diagram of the experimental design.
Cases were sealed and stacked on a pallet in the appropriate layer location. Refer
to Figure X cases location within a pallet.
This procedure was repeated until the entire experimental design was completed.
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Z-l X-4 X-2 Y-l
Z-2 Y-4 Z-4 Y-2
X-3
.
Y-3 CDNTRDL Z-3
Figure 4 Top View ofCase Location on Pallet
VIBRATION TEST
The pallet of test cases was stretch-wrapped. Then subjected to three hours of simulated
random truck vibration following ASTM D-4169 for truck assurance level II .
DROP TEST
Preliminary drop tests were completed to determine the drop height needed for control
samples to experience a mean fracture rate of 50% by weight. Two drop heights, 24
inches and 1 8 inches, were used in the screening test. Two cases of control product, one
for each height, were dropped on six edges. Figure 5 shows the edge drop sequence used
for this test.
16
^Drop 1
Drops 5 and 6 were bottom drops.
Figure 5 Edge Drop Sequence
Appendix E contains the preliminary drop test data recorded as a percentage by weight of
good, cracked and broken shells. This data showed that a drop height of 24 inches would
achieve the desired 50% mean fracture for rate control cases. Therefore, 24 inch drops on
six edges were used for the actual test.
POST INSPECTION
After the testing procedure was completed, the task ofpost inspecting the 576 individual
cartons of shells was divided into four teams: red, yellow, green and blue. Each team was
assigned a team leader and given a spreadsheet of specific cases to post inspect. Each
team was responsible for inspecting 12 cases or 144 cartons for damage. The post
inspection procedure was as follows:
Teams selected cases with serial numbers corresponding to their spreadsheet (e.g.:
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Green team's first case to inspect is [25-36])
They opened cases and carefully removed all 12 cartons. Cartons were inspected
from the case in numerical order. Teams checked to verify that all cartons were
marked and that carton serial numbers corresponded to case markings and
spreadsheet.
Cartons were opened carefully and the contents placed onto the table top.
Each shell was inspected and placed into one of three categories: Good; Broken;
Cracked
Good shells were sorted on the criteria used in the initial pre-sort.
Broken shells included shell pieces and chipped shells, as well as shells that were
broken.
Cracked shells had a critical crack (as described in pre-sort) but were not broken
or chipped.
Shells from each carton were sorted into three piles of either good, broken, or
cracked. Each pile was weighed to the nearest whole gram. This weight was
recorded in the respective column on the spreadsheet.
Shells were discarded after weights were recorded.
Only one balance was used for duration of experiment. One person weighed
shells, centered the balance, tared the container and called out weights to be
recorded. This person did not inspect or sort shells.
All cartons were inspected prior breaks or leaving at the end of the day.
No shells were left out of a carton unaccounted for.
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All data from the separate data sheets from each team were entered into a master
spreadsheet and double checked by a second person.
DATA ANALYSIS
The master spread sheet of raw data was submitted to the Center for Quality for Applied
Statistics at Rochester Institute ofTechnology for analysis. Appendix F contains the raw
test data from the master spread sheet. Appendix G contains the ANOVA results.
Appendix H contains graphs from the data analysis.
RESULTS
The analysis of data derived from the experiment determined that orientation, head space
and flute type were all significant factors affecting the percentage of undamaged shells
within a package. The effects are quantified as follows:
ORIENTATION
Orientation's effect can be seen in plot #1, with the Y orientation producing
approximately a 15% increase in the mean percentage ofwhole shells over the X
orientation and a 1 0% increase over the Z orientation.
HEAD SPACE
The reduced head space packaging resulted in approximately an 11% increase in the
mean percentage of good shells over the current packaging. Plot #2 illustrates this effect.
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FLUTE TYPE
The A flute type yielded amodest 3% improvement in the mean percentage of good
shells over the C flute, and its affect is demonstrated in plot #3.
INTERACTIONS
Further analysis of the experimental data indicates that a three-way interaction exists
among the three primary factors. This means that, if the interaction actually exists, the
response at a particular level of one of the factors depends on the levels of the other two
factors. Plot #4 summarizes the effects of the primary factors and their interaction. A
three-way interaction is unusual and requires an interpretation from an expert in the
interpretation of statistics or experimental design.
MEASUREMENT GROUP
While measurement group was not a significant factor in the analysis ofwhole shells, the
factor becomes important in the analysis ofbroken and cracked shells. This suggests that
the distinction between cracked and broken shells is subjective and should be carefully
defined and controlled in future experiments. Plot #5 illustrates the measurement group
differences.
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ERROR
The experiment contained a significant amount of unexplained variation. Inclusion of
additional factors that are thought to significantly effect the response and the further
refining of the experimental protocol accompanied by strict adherence to the experimental
protocol is necessary for a
'cleaner'
experiment.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This experiment accomplished a number of objectives including the establishment of an
experimental protocol to obtain statistically significant test results to determine stuffing
shell damage rates. It also identified significant factors effecting stuffing shell damage.
Corrugated cases with cartons arranged in the Y orientation and cartons with reduced
head space were significant factors to control to maximize the percentage of good shells.
A flute corrugated cases provided only a modest improvement over C flute corrugated
cases.
Further experimentation with the objective of lending credence to the hypotheses
supported by this experiment is an appropriate course of action. Inclusion in future
experiments of additional factors that may affect the response is desirable, as is tighter
control over measurement protocol.
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APPENDIX A
Carton Specification Drawings
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APPENDIX B
Case Specifications
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Case Specifications
Sample Length-Width-Depth Liner-Medium-Liner Flute
Control 15.75-12.25-11.25 42-26-42 C
X-2 15.75-12.25-9.25 42-26-42 C
X-3 15.75-12.25-11.25 42-26-42 A
X-4 15.75-12.25-9.25 42-26-42 A
Y-1 18.375-11.25-10.50 42-26-42 C
Y-2 18.375-9.25-10.50 42-26-42 C
Y-3 18.375-11.25-10.50 42-26-42 A
Y-4 18.375-9.25-10.50 42-26-42 A
Z-l 15.75-11.25-12.25 42-26-42 C
Z-2 15.75-9.25-12.25 42-26-42 C
Z-3 15.75-11.25-12.25 42-26-42 A
Z-4 15.75-9.25-12.25 42-26-42 A
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APPENDIX C
Case Specification Drawings
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APPENDIX D
Unit Load 3D View ofCase Variables
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Control and Variable X-3 3/25/97
52.500
GMA (Notched) 48.000x40.000x5.000
Case Case UnitLoad
(ID) (OD) (Incl. Pal)
Ln 15.7500 in 16.0625 in 48.188 in
Wd 12.2500 in 12.5625 in 37.688 in
Ht 11.2500 in 11.8750 in 52.500 in
Grs 14.000 lb 569.000 lb
Cube 1.2561 ft3 1.3867 ft3
Height Vert
55.1756 ft3
Cases: 36
Area Efficiency: 0.0 % 94.6 %
Cubic E fficiency: 0.0 % 93.6 %
Cases per layer: 9
Layers 'load: 4
Pattern Column
RSCBoard Area: 9.72 ft2 350 ft2
Notes:
41
BORDEN RESEARCH CENTER
Variables X-2 and X-4 3/25/97
44.500
GMA (Notched) 48.000x40.000x5.000
Case Case UnitLoad
(ID) (OD) (Incl. Pal)
Ln 15.7500 in 16.0625 in 48.188 in
Wd 12.2500 in 12.5625 in 37.688 in
Ht 9.2500 in 9.8750 in 44.500 in
Grs 14.000 1b 569.000 lb
Cube 1.0328 ft3 1.1531 ft3
Height Vert
46.7679 ft3
Cases: 36
Area Efficiency: 0.0 % 94.6 %
Cubic E fficiency: 0.0 % 77.8 %
Cases per layer: 9
Layers 'load: 4
Pattern Column
RSCBoard Area: 8.92 ft2 321 ft2
Notes:
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BORDEN RESEARCH CENTER
Variables Y-1 and Y-3 3/25/97
49.500
GMA (Notched) 48.000x40.000x5.000
Case Case UnitLoad
(ID) (OD) (Incl. Pal)
Ln 18.3750 in 18.6875 in 46.250 in
Wd 11.2500 in 11.5625 in 37.375 in
Ht 10.5000 in 11.1250 in 49.500 in
Grs 14.000 1b 513.000 1b
Cube 1.2561 ft3 1.3911 ft3 49.5170 ft3
Cases:
Height Vert
32
Area E
Cubic E
Cases
Layers
Pattern
fficiency:
fficiency:
per layer:
'load:
0.0 %
0.0 %
90.0 %
83.5 %
8
4
Column
RSCB card Area: 9.53 ft2 305 ft2
BORDEN RESEARCH CENTER
Variables Y-2 and Y-4 3/25/97
49.500
GMA (Notched) 48.000x40.000x5.000
Case Case UnitLoad
(ID) (OD) (Incl. Pal)
Ln 18.3750 in 18.6875 in 47.813 in
Wd 9.2500 in 9.5625 in 37.375 in
Ht 10.5000 in 11.1250 in 49.500 in
Grs 14.000 1b 625.000 lb
Cube 1.0328 ft3 1.1505 ft3
Height Vert
51.1899 ft3
Cases: 40
Area Efficiency: 0.0 % 93.1 %
Cubic EEfficiency: 0.0 % 86.3 %
Cases per layer: 10
Layers 'load: 4
Pattern Column
RSCBoard Area: 8.12ft2 325 ft2
Notes:
44
BORDEN RESEARCH CENTER
Variables Z-1 and Z-3 3/25/97
43.625
GMA (Notched) 48.000x40.000x5.000
Case Case UnitLoad
(ID) (OD) (Incl. Pal)
Ln 15.7500 in 16.0625 in 48.188 in
Wd 11.2500 in 11.5625 in 39.188 in
Ht 12.2500 in 12.8750 in 43.625 in
Grs 14.000 1b 485.000 lb
Cube 1.2561 ft3 1.3838 ft3
Height Vert
47.6731 ft3
Cases: 30
Area Efficiency: 0.0 % 96.7 %
Cubic EEfficiency: 0.0 % 77.8 %
Cases per layer: 10
Layers load: 3
Pattern Interlock
RSCBDard Area: 9.38 ft2 281 ft2
Notes:
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BORDEN RESEARCH CENTER
Variables Z-2 and Z-4 3/25/97
GMA (Notched) 48.000x40.000x5.000
Case Case UnitLoad
(ID) (OD) (Incl. Pal)
Ln 15.7500 in 16.0625 in 48.188 in
Wd 9.2500 in 9.5625 in 41.688 in
Ht 12.2500 in 12.8750 in 43.625 in
Grs 14.000 1b 611.000 1b
Cube 1.0328 ft3 1.1444 ft3
Height Vert
50.7145 ft3
Cases: 39
Area Efficiency: 0.0 % 104.0%
Cubic E fficiency: 0.0 % 83.7 %
Cases per layer: 13
Layers 'load: 3
Pattern Interlock
RSCBoard Area: 7.99 ft2 311 ft2
Notes:
46
BORDEN RESEARCH CENTER
APPENDIX E
Preliminary Drop Test
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PRELIMINARY DROP TEST
24" Drop PA^
Carton
1 110
2 150
3 150
4 190
5 110
6 150
7 180
8 160
TOTAL 1200
CRACK(g) BROKEN(g)
70 160
120 70
110 80
80 70
120 130
100 70
80 80
JQ 120
750 780
1200 1530
TOTAL=2730
DAMAGED=1530
%TOTAL=56%
18" Drop PA<
Carton
1 210
2 190
3 100
4 260
5 230
6 270
7 240
8 230
TOTAL 1730
CRACK (g) BROKEN(g)
70 60
150 80
150 90
30 50
100 30
70 30
70 30
110 2Q
670 390
1730 1060
TOTAL=2790
DAMAGED=1060
%TOTAL=38%
48
APPENDIX F
Raw Data
49
Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ U nitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configijr Grop Good Broke Crack
1 1 Z Current C A Z1 Red 143 124 81
2 1 Z Current C B Z1 Red 165 122 62
3 1 Z Current C C Z1 Red 185 53 94
4 1 Z Current C D Z1 Red 145 103 124
5 1 Z Current C A Z1 Red 247 31 62
6 1 Z Current C B Z1 Red 174 113 52
7 1 Z Current C C Z1 Red 114 171 52
8 1 Z Current C D Z1 Red 164 81 92
9 1 Z Current C A Z1 Red 123 124 92
10 1 Z Current C B Z1 Red 155 125 63
11 1 Z Current C C Z1 Red 156 95 92
12 1 Z Current C D Z1 Red 133 198 41
13 1 Z Current C 2 A Z2 Yellow 145 72 122
14 1 Z Current C 2 B Z2 Yellow 164 114 62
15 1 Z Current C 2 C Z2 Yellow 154 102 82
16 1 Z Current C 2 D Z2 Yellow 146 137 91
17 1 Z Current C 2 A Z2 Yellow 176 114 51
18 1 Z Current C 2 B Z2 Yellow 184 84 73
19 1 Z Current C 2 C Z2 Yellow 83 135 116
20 1 Z Current C 2 D Z2 Yellow 176 71 92
21 1 Z Current C 2 A Z2 Yellow 62 124 155
22 1 Z Current C 2 B Z2 Yellow 93 154 91
23 1 Z Current C 2 C Z2 Yellow 216 72 63
24 1 Z Current C 2 D Z2 Yellow 175 113 53
25 I Z Current C 3 A Z1 Green 164 121 62
26 1 Z Current C 3 B Z1 Green 31 196 113
27 1 Z Current C 3 C Z1 Green 113 113 122
28 1 z Current C 3 D Z1 Green 104 108 125
29 1 z Current C 3 A Z1 Green 101 143 103
30 z Current C 3 B Z1 Green 184 113 50
31 z Current C 3 C Z1 Green 103 135 104
32 z Current C 3 D Z1 Green 185 91 64
33 z Current C 3 A Z1 Green 62 174 114
34 1 z Current C 3 B Z1 Green 198 73 72
35 1 z Current C 3 C Z1 Green 143 136 62
36 1 z Current C 3 D Z1 Green 238 52 52
37 1 z Current C 4 A Z2 Blue 136 94 113
38 1 z Current C 4 B Z2 Blue 143 71 125
39 1 z Current C 4 C Z2 Blue 174 134 31
50
Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOriental Space Type Layer Layer Config jr Grop Good Broke Crack
40 Z Current C 4 D Z2 Blue 163 51 133
41 Z Current C 4 A Z2 Blue 134 114 91
42 z Current C 4 B Z2 Blue 246 21 73
43 z Current C 4 C Z2 Blue 205 73 61
44 z Current C 4 D Z2 Blue 105 114 124
45 z Current C 4 A Z2 Blue 206 52 84
46 z Current C 4 B Z2 Blue 123 82 146
47 z Current C 4 C Z2 Blue 92 133 115
48 z Current C 4 D Z2 Blue 250 43 52
49 2 X Current A A X1 Yellow 71 136 116
50 2 X Current A B X1 Yellow 155 101 78
51 2 X Current A C X1 Yellow 120 146 79
52 2 X Current A D X1 Yellow 178 68 46
53 2 X Current A A X1 Yellow 152 71 123
54 2 X Current A B X1 Yellow 134 113 95
55 2 X Current A C X1 Yellow 156 103 83
56 2 X Current A D X1 Yellow 71 144 121
57 2 X Current A A X1 Yellow 134 120 92
58 2 X Current A B X1 Yellow 73 135 135
59 2 X Current A C X1 Yellow 145 84 115
60 2 X Current A D X1 Yellow 175 62 113
61 2 X Current A 2 A X1 Green 125 104 114
62 2 X Current A 2 B X1 Green 200 102 42
63 2 X Current A 2 C X1 Green 184 123 32
64 2 X Current A 2 D X1 Green 113 176 62
65 2 X Current A 2 A X1 Green 175 106 61
66 2 X Current A 2 B X1 Green 164 94 82
67 2 X Current A 2 C X1 Green 94 153 94
68 2 X Current A 2 D X1 Green 125 116 104
69 2 X Current A 2 A X1 Green 198 104 52
70 2 X Current A 2 B X1 Green 83 144 112
71 2 X Current A 2 C X1 Green 165 102 83
72 2 X Current A 2 D X1 Green 217 58 62
73 2 X Current A 3 A X1 Blue 92 114 134
74 2 X Current A 3 B X1 Blue 111 84 146
75 2 X Current A 3 C X1 Blue 181 22 82
76 2 X Current A 3 D X1 Blue 98 110 85
77 2 X Current A 3 A X1 Blue 187 82 81
78 2 X Current A 3 B X1 Blue 197 96 55
51
Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
)bsen/ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configur Grop Good Broke Crack
79 2 X Current A 3 C X1 Blue 160 64 127
80 2 X Current A 3 D X1 Blue 164 105 82
81 2 X Current A 3 A X1 Blue 195 82 75
82 2 X Current A 3 B X1 Blue 157 101 84
83 2 X Current A 3 C X1 Blue 114 143 51
84 2 X Current A 3 D X1 Blue 90 112 112
85 2 X Current A 4 A X1 Red 167 124 52
86 2 X Current A 4 B X1 Red 41 107 185
87 2 X Current A 4 C X1 Red 166 105 72
88 2 X Current A 4 D X1 Red 188 81 73
89 2 X Current A 4 A X1 Red 144 74 122
90 2 X Current A 4 B X1 Red 163 94 81
91 2 X Current A 4 C X1 Red 178 88 87
92 2 X Current A 4 D X1 Red 84 134 124
93 2 X Current A 4 A X1 Red 220 39 61
94 2 X Current A 4 B X1 Red 102 139 60
95 2 X Current A 4 C X1 Red 71 103 134
96 2 X Current A 4 D X1 Red 91 132 70
97 3 z Reduced C A Z2 Green 220 56 96
98 3 z Reduced C B Z2 Green 229 70 50
99 3 z Reduced C C Z2 Green 165 94 86
100 3 z Reduced C D Z2 Green 258 60 30
101 3 z Reduced C A Z2 Green 205 40 106
102 3 z Reduced C B Z2 Green 206 59 69
103 3 z Reduced C C Z2 Green 194 69 78
104 3 z Reduced C D Z2 Green 208 79 60
105 3 z Reduced C A Z2 Green 185 88 98
106 3 z Reduced C B Z2 Green 254 40 39
107 3 z Reduced C C Z2 Green 166 58 126
108 3 z Reduced C D Z2 Green 277 30 41
109 3 z Reduced C 2 A Z1 Blue 218 31 102
110 3 z Reduced C 2 B Z1 Blue 256 48 38
111 3 z Reduced C 2 C Z1 Blue 200 60 88
112 3 z Reduced C 2 D Z1 Blue 229 59 50
113 3 z Reduced C 2 A Z1 Blue 266 40 49
114 3 z Reduced C 2 B Z1 Blue 217 54 81
115 3 z Reduced C 2 C Z1 Blue 258 79 10
116 3 z Reduced C 2 D Z1 Blue 210 30 100
117 3 z Reduced C 2 A Z1 Blue 198 41 98
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Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configijr Grop Good Broke Crack
118 3 Z Reduced C 2 B Z1 Blue 267 39 30
119 3 Z Reduced C 2 C Z1 Blue 279 40 20
120 3 z Reduced C 2 D Z1 Blue 230 37 67
121 3 z Reduced C 3 A Z2 Red 147 53 147
122 3 z Reduced C 3 B Z2 Red 161 99 82
123 3 z Reduced C 3 C Z2 Red 203 96 48
124 3 z Reduced C 3 D Z2 Red 250 40 59
125 3 z Reduced C 3 A Z2 Red 202 112 30
126 3 z Reduced C 3 B Z2 Red 259 48 30
127 3 z Reduced C 3 C Z2 Red 228 40 70
128 3 z Reduced C 3 D Z2 Red 283 49 20
129 3 z Reduced C 3 A Z2 Red 184 77 88
130 3 z Reduced C 3 B Z2 Red 240 41 59
131 3 z Reduced C 3 C Z2 Red 250 51 39
132 3 z Reduced C 3 D Z2 Red 242 48 62
133 3 z Reduced C 4 A Z1 Yellow 179 57 115
134 3 z Reduced C 4 B Z1 Yellow 199 47 90
135 3 z Reduced C 4 C Z1 Yellow 218 60 70
136 3 z Reduced C 4 D Z1 Yellow 201 51 88
137 3 z Reduced C 4 A Z1 Yellow 268 40 30
138 3 z Reduced C 4 B Z1 Yellow 115 39 190
139 3 z Reduced C 4 C Z1 Yellow 187 89 60
140 3 z Reduced C 4 D Z1 Yellow 184 38 116
141 3 z Reduced C 4 A Z1 Yellow 225 99 18
142 3 z Reduced C 4 B Z1 Yellow 214 21 104
143 3 z Reduced C 4 C Z1 Yellow 208 59 69
144 3 z Reduced C 4 D Z1 Yellow 172 73 96
145 4 Y Reduced A A Y1 Yellow 379 19 19
146 4 Y Reduced A B Y1 Yellow 213 49 88
147 4 Y Reduced A C Y1 Yellow 243 29 68
148 4 Y Reduced A D Y1 Yellow 273 22 42
149 4 Y Reduced A A Y1 Yellow 213 57 66
150 4 Y Reduced A B Y1 Yellow 235 22 43
151 4 Y Reduced A C Y1 Yellow 261 38 49
152 4 Y Reduced A D Y1 Yellow 244 10 88
153 4 Y Reduced A A Y1 Yellow 215 19 135
154 4 Y Reduced A B Y1 Yellow 232 80 39
155 4 Y Reduced A C Y1 Yellow 209 69 60
156 4 Y Reduced A D Y1 Yellow 214 58 78
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Exp Head IFlute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configuir Grop Good Broke Crack
157 4 Y Reduced A 2 A Y2 Green 196 107 69
158 4 Y Reduced A 2 B Y2 Green 315 10 30
159 4 Y Reduced A 2 C Y2 Green 280 20 40
160 4 Y Reduced A 2 D Y2 Green 145 97 78
161 4 Y Reduced A 2 A Y2 Green 322 25 0
162 4 Y Reduced A 2 B Y2 Green 308 10 20
163 4 Y Reduced A 2 C Y2 Green 309 0 40
164 4 Y Reduced A 2 D Y2 Green 293 30 30
165 4 Y Reduced A 2 A Y2 Green 337 0 0
166 4 Y Reduced A 2 B Y2 Green 229 21 91
167 4 Y Reduced A 2 C Y2 Green 274 0 67
168 4 Y Reduced A 2 D Y2 Green 307 38 42
169 4 Y Reduced A 3 A Y1 Blue 312 10 67
170 4 Y Reduced A 3 B Y1 Blue 290 10 49
171 4 Y Reduced A 3 C Y1 Blue 286 0 50
172 4 Y Reduced A 3 D Y1 Blue 229 20 98
173 4 Y Reduced A 3 A Y1 Blue 141 12 193
174 4 Y Reduced A 3 B Y1 Blue 287 20 40
175 4 Y Reduced A 3 C Y1 Blue 196 64 81
176 4 Y Reduced A 3 D Y1 Blue 287 20 41
177 4 Y Reduced A 3 A Y1 Blue 155 29 157
178 4 Y Reduced A 3 B Y1 Blue 200 39 107
179 4 Y Reduced A 3 C Y1 Blue 185 50 105
180 4 Y Reduced A 3 D Y1 Blue 296 11 40
181 4 Y Reduced A 4 A Y2 Red 224 54 66
182 4 Y Reduced A 4 B Y2 Red 165 82 94
183 4 Y Reduced A 4 C Y2 Red 271 22 61
184 4 Y Reduced A 4 D Y2 Red 335 10 30
185 4 Y Reduced A 4 A Y2 Red 336 0 10
186 4 Y Reduced A 4 B Y2 Red 270 26 48
187 4 Y Reduced A 4 C Y2 Red 204 66 78
188 4 Y Reduced A 4 D Y2 Red 242 58 50
189 4 Y Reduced A 4 A Y2 Red 328 0 19
190 4 Y Reduced A 4 B Y2 Red 215 78 48
191 4 Y Reduced A 4 C Y2 Red 293 19 30
192 4 Y Reduced A 4 D Y2 Red 220 76 49
193 5 X Reduced A 1 A X1 Blue 147 45 162
194 5 X Reduced A 1 B X1 Blue 133 95 119
195 5 X Reduced A 1 C X1 Blue 210 39 89
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Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Config jr Grop Good Broke Crack
196 5 X Reduced A D X1 Blue 277 20 51
197 5 X Reduced A A X1 Blue 228 60 60
198 5 X Reduced A B X1 Blue 189 31 122
199 5 X Reduced A C X1 Blue 202 69 74
200 5 X Reduced A D X1 Blue 163 75 156
201 5 X Reduced A A X1 Blue 233 34 108
202 5 X Reduced A B X1 Blue 200 43 81
203 5 X Reduced A C X1 Blue 230 72 53
204 5 X Reduced A D X1 Blue 142 57 145
205 5 X Reduced A 2 A X1 Red 185 40 116
206 5 X Reduced A 2 B X1 Red 238 30 70
207 5 X Reduced A 2 C X1 Red 236 50 60
208 5 X Reduced A 2 D X1 Red 224 10 116
209 5 X Reduced A 2 A X1 Red 214 39 97
210 5 X Reduced A 2 B X1 Red 257 20 60
211 5 X Reduced A 2 C X1 Red 309 30 10
212 5 X Reduced A 2 D X1 Red 183 58 108
213 5 X Reduced A 2 A X1 Red 188 68 88
214 5 X Reduced A 2 B X1 Red 242 40 68
215 5 X Reduced A 2 C X1 Red 237 62 39
216 5 X Reduced A 2 D X1 Red 286 20 39
217 5 X Reduced A 3 A X1 Yellow 214 52 79
218 5 X Reduced A 3 B X1 Yellow 259 38 38
219 5 X Reduced A 3 C X1 Yellow 234 78 29
220 5 X Reduced A 3 D X1 Yellow 186 118 87
221 5 X Reduced A 3 A X1 Yellow 226 79 39
222 5 X Reduced A 3 B X1 Yellow 161 106 76
223 5 X Reduced A 3 C X1 Yellow 192 78 66
224 5 X Reduced A 3 D X1 Yellow 254 49 30
225 5 X Reduced A 3 A X1 Yellow 238 42 72
226 5 X Reduced A 3 B X1 Yellow 238 56 51
227 5 X Reduced A 3 C X1 Yellow 234 60 46
228 5 X Reduced A 3 D X1 Yellow 227 67 48
229 5 X Reduced A 4 A X1 Green 238 30 80
230 5 X Reduced A 4 B X1 Green 230 30 87
231 5 X Reduced A 4 C X1 Green 160 91 90
232 5 X Reduced A 4 D X1 Green 219 50 69
233 5 X Reduced A 4 A X1 Green 232 40 72
234 5 X Reduced A 4 B X1 Green 256 30 60
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Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configijr Grop Good Broke Crack
235 5 X Reduced A 4 C X1 Green 258 38 40
236 5 X Reduced A 4 D X1 Green 269 30 50
237 5 X Reduced A 4 A X1 Green 153 60 133
238 5 X Reduced A 4 B X1 Green 186 49 116
239 5 X Reduced A 4 C X1 Green 232 62 54
240 5 X Reduced A 4 D X1 Green 150 52 130
241 6 Y Current A A Y2 Yellow 227 31 81
242 6 Y Current A B Y2 Yellow 169 83 92
243 6 Y Current A C Y2 Yellow 172 71 92
244 6 Y Current A D Y2 Yellow 270 10 58
245 6 Y Current A A Y2 Yellow 269 31 41
246 6 Y Current A B Y2 Yellow 194 52 92
247 6 Y Current A C Y2 Yellow 227 61 53
248 6 Y Current A D Y2 Yellow 274 29 39
249 6 Y Current A A Y2 Yellow 198 74 75
250 6 Y Current A B Y2 Yellow 194 80 71
251 6 Y Current A C Y2 Yellow 188 93 63
252 6 Y Current A D Y2 Yellow 250 52 42
253 6 Y Current A 2 A Y1 Green 194 42 101
254 6 Y Current A 2 B Y1 Green 207 21 115
255 6 Y Current A 2 C Y1 Green 207 30 101
256 6 Y Current A 2 D Y1 Green 229 48 86
257 6 Y Current A 2 A Y1 Green 234 49 53
258 6 Y Current A 2 B Y1 Green 200 48 77
259 6 Y Current A 2 C Y1 Green 191 99 39
260 6 Y Current A 2 D Y1 Green 203 17 114
261 6 Y Current A 2 A Y1 Green 211 29 88
262 6 Y Current A 2 B Y1 Green 197 10 133
263 6 Y Current A 2 C Y1 Green 226 31 93
264 6 Y Current A 2 D Y1 Green 237 21 92
265 6 Y Current A 3 A Y2 Blue 167 52 124
266 6 Y Current A 3 B Y2 Blue 206 73 73
267 6 Y Current A 3 C Y2 Blue 195 71 90
268 6 Y Current A 3 D Y2 Blue 222 52 74
269 6 Y Current A 3 A Y2 Blue 215 72 61
270 6 Y Current A 3 B Y2 Blue 183 74 84
271 6 Y Current A 3 C Y2 Blue 228 83 31
272 6 Y Current A 3 D Y2 Blue 165 11 165
273 6 Y Current A 3 A Y2 Blue 278 20 40
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Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrienta t Space Type Layer Layer Configur Grop Good Broke Crack
274 6 Y Current A 3 B Y2 Blue 184 20 134
275 6 Y Current A 3 C Y2 Blue 196 53 93
276 6 Y Current A 3 D Y2 Blue 146 39 156
277 6 Y Current A 4 A Y1 Red 159 83 98
278 6 Y Current A 4 B Y1 Red 158 86 105
279 6 Y Current A 4 C Y1 Red 278 0 73
280 6 Y Current A 4 D Y1 Red 262 10 78
281 6 Y Current A 4 A Y1 Red 228 62 52
282 6 Y Current A 4 B Y1 Red 82 100 58
283 6 Y Current A 4 C Y1 Red 225 71 38
284 6 Y Current A 4 D Y1 Red 263 12 80
285 6 Y Current A 4 A Y1 Red 270 45 34
286 6 Y Current A 4 B Y1 Red 245 34 65
287 6 Y Current A 4 C Y1 Red 153 102 91
288 6 Y Current A 4 D Y1 Red 185 41 126
289 7 Y Current C A Y1 Blue 174 30 134
290 7 Y Current C B Y1 Blue 143 73 124
291 7 Y Current C C Y1 Blue 164 39 141
292 7 Y Current C D Y1 Blue 150 67 122
293 7 Y Current C A Y1 Blue 262 45 46
294 7 Y Current C B Y1 Blue 196 56 95
295 7 Y Current C C Y1 Blue 162 106 74
296 7 Y Current C D Y1 Blue 106 105 84
297 7 Y Current C A Y1 Blue 115 166 73
298 7 Y Current C B Y1 Blue 226 31 83
299 7 Y Current C C Y1 Blue 241 76 34
300 7 Y Current C D Y1 Blue 263 45 53
301 7 Y Current C 2 A Y2 Red 174 81 87
302 7 Y Current C 2 B Y2 Red 136 92 60
303 7 Y Current C 2 C Y2 Red 188 23 101
304 7 Y Current C 2 D Y2 Red 265 28 67
305 7 Y Current C 2 A Y2 Red 209 49 81
306 7 Y Current C 2 B Y2 Red 141 83 102
307 7 Y Current C 2 C Y2 Red 186 78 97
308 7 Y Current C 2 D Y2 Red 220 67 48
309 7 Y Current C 2 A Y2 Red 223 76 57
310 7 Y Current C 2 B Y2 Red 173 80 88
311 7 Y Current C 2 C Y2 Red 183 58 106
312 7 Y Current C 2 D Y2 Red 229 9 85
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Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrientalt Space Type Layer Layer Configijr Grop Good Broke Crack
313 7 Y Current C 3 A Y1 Yellow 216 52 71
314 7 Y Current C 3 B Y1 Yellow 183 56 91
315 7 Y Current C 3 C Y1 Yellow 110 93 197
316 7 Y Current C 3 D Y1 Yellow 145 85 114
317 7 Y Current C 3 A Y1 Yellow 208 52 83
318 7 Y Current C 3 B Y1 Yellow 150 70 125
319 7 Y Current C 3 C Y1 Yellow 187 70 80
320 7 Y Current C 3 D Y1 Yellow 253 10 88
321 7 Y Current C 3 A Y1 Yellow 178 61 91
322 7 Y Current C 3 B Y1 Yellow 101 85 152
323 7 Y Current C 3 C Y1 Yellow 238 55 61
324 7 Y Current C 3 D Y1 Yellow 274 23 62
325 7 Y Current C 4 A Y2 Green 167 42 134
326 7 Y Current C 4 B Y2 Green 209 101 33
327 7 Y Current C 4 C Y2 Green 209 45 108
328 7 Y Current C 4 D Y2 Green 253 24 69
329 7 Y Current C 4 A Y2 Green 216 41 85
330 7 Y Current C 4 B Y2 Green 193 80 73
331 7 Y Current C 4 C Y2 Green 137 133 82
332 7 Y Current C 4 D Y2 Green 232 25 44
333 7 Y Current C 4 A Y2 Green 164 59 114
334 7 Y Current C 4 B Y2 Green 115 112 103
335 7 Y Current C 4 C Y2 Green 195 62 93
336 7 Y Current C 4 D Y2 Green 291 0 61
337 8 Z Current A A Z2 Yellow 238 40 58
338 8 Z Current A B Z2 Yellow 266 0 69
339 8 z Current A C Z2 Yellow 194 76 56
340 8 z Current A D Z2 Yellow 183 118 52
341 8 z Current A A Z2 Yellow 236 77 47
342 8 z Current A B Z2 Yellow 285 27 36
343 8 z Current A C Z2 Yellow 189 72 89
344 8 z Current A D Z2 Yellow 153 27 106
345 8 z Current A A Z2 Yellow 234 6 48
346 8 z Current A B Z2 Yellow 217 28 75
347 8 z Current A C Z2 Yellow 190 54 96
348 8 z Current A D Z2 Yellow 216 86 57
349 8 z Current A 2 A Z1 Green 261 50 31
350 8 z Current A 2 B Z1 Green 187 58 87
351 8 z Current A 2 C Z1 Green 116 78 155
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Exp Head Flute Test Orig Meas Weight Weight Weight
Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configu - Grop Good Broke Crack
352 8 Z Current A 2 D Z1 Green 204 40 92
353 8 Z Current A 2 A Z1 Green 209 69 50
354 8 z Current A 2 B Z1 Green 169 89 81
355 8 z Current A 2 C Z1 Green 109 128 119
356 8 z Current A 2 D Z1 Green 130 146 60
357 8 z Current A 2 A Z1 Green 206 95 44
358 8 z Current A 2 B Z1 Green 203 54 90
359 8 z Current A 2 C Z1 Green 222 20 104
360 8 z Current A 2 D Z1 Green 107 126 95
361 8 z Current A 3 A Z2 Blue 197 27 104
362 8 z Current A 3 B Z2 Blue 177 109 48
363 8 z Current A 3 C Z2 Blue 157 65 113
364 8 z Current A 3 D Z2 Blue 167 30 148
365 8 z Current A 3 A Z2 Blue 174 72 91
366 8 z Current A 3 B Z2 Blue 204 72 83
367 8 z Current A 3 C Z2 Blue 128 103 121
368 8 z Current A 3 D Z2 Blue 171 77 97
369 8 z Current A 3 A Z2 Blue 185 104 51
370 8 z Current A 3 B Z2 Blue 232 40 112
371 8 z Current A 3 C Z2 Blue 144 48 155
372 8 z Current A 3 D Z2 Blue 183 48 116
373 8 z Current A 4 A Z1 Red 82 65 186
374 8 z Current A 4 B Z1 Red 251 60 83
375 8 z Current A 4 C Z1 Red 237 57 59
376 8 z Current A 4 D Z1 Red 124 62 166
377 8 z Current A 4 A Z1 Red 248 51 40
378 8 z Current A 4 B Z1 Red 163 67 117
379 8 z Current A 4 C Z1 Red 108 56 184
380 8 z Current A 4 D Z1 Red 160 58 65
381 8 z Current A 4 A Z1 Red 241 23 35
382 8 z Current A 4 B Z1 Red 257 32 31
383 8 z Current A 4 C Z1 Red 165 88 89
384 8 z Current A 4 D Z1 Red 227 59 58
385 9 z Reduced A A Z1 Blue 143 62 159
386 9 z Reduced A B Z1 Blue 211 55 105
387 9 z Reduced A C Z1 Blue 168 75 121
388 9 z Reduced A D Z1 Blue 116 87 151
389 9 z Reduced A A Z1 Blue 175 50 125
390 9 z Reduced A B Z1 Blue 196 92 50
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Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configijr Grop Good Broke Crack
391 9 Z Reduced A C Z1 Blue 219 38 87
392 9 Z Reduced A D Z1 Blue 189 85 69
393 9 z Reduced A A Z1 Blue 147 38 155
394 9 z Reduced A B Z1 Blue 75 56 211
395 9 z Reduced A C Z1 Blue 194 57 96
396 9 z Reduced A D Z1 Blue 128 37 173
397 9 z Reduced A 2 A Z2 Red 147 95 107
398 9 z Reduced A 2 B Z2 Red 249 58 38
399 9 z Reduced A 2 C Z2 Red 136 76 137
400 9 z Reduced A 2 D Z2 Red 153 78 114
401 9 z Reduced A 2 A Z2 Red 226 20 107
402 9 z Reduced A 2 B Z2 Red 175 67 106
403 9 z Reduced A 2 C Z2 Red 146 68 137
404 9 z Reduced A 2 D Z2 Red 137 72 137
405 9 z Reduced A 2 A Z2 Red 158 77 106
406 9 z Reduced A 2 B Z2 Red 155 77 118
407 9 z Reduced A 2 C Z2 Red 194 69 88
408 9 z Reduced A 2 D Z2 Red 135 115 98
409 9 z Reduced A 3 A Z1 Yellow 146 108 93
410 9 z Reduced A 3 B Z1 Yellow 203 13 125
411 9 z Reduced A 3 C Z1 Yellow 192 51 46
412 9 z Reduced A 3 D Z1 Yellow 175 107 70
413 9 z Reduced A 3 A Z1 Yellow 155 50 140
414 9 z Reduced A 3 B Z1 Yellow 203 67 78
415 9 z Reduced A 3 C Z1 Yellow 232 30 88
416 9 z Reduced A 3 D Z1 Yellow 165 42 115
417 9 z Reduced A 3 A Z1 Yellow 214 30 106
418 9 z Reduced A 3 B Z1 Yellow 223 78 49
419 9 z Reduced A 3 C Z1 Yellow 193 48 105
420 9 z Reduced A 3 D Z1 Yellow 233 57 57
421 9 z Reduced A 4 A Z2 Green 222 0 129
422 9 z Reduced A 4 B Z2 Green 203 39 108
423 9 z Reduced A 4 C Z2 Green 278 10 60
424 9 z Reduced A 4 D Z2 Green 224 29 46
425 9 z Reduced A 4 A Z2 Green 156 97 95
426 9 z Reduced A 4 B Z2 Green 245 20 80
427 9 z Reduced A 4 C Z2 Green 251 40 49
428 9 z Reduced A 4 D Z2 Green 223 60 57
429 9 z Reduced A 4 A Z2 Green 255 29 67
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Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Config ur Grop Good Broke Crack
430 9 z Reduced A 4 B Z2 Green 243 49 58
431 9 z Reduced A 4 C Z2 Green 271 30 41
432 9 z Reduced A 4 D Z2 Green 188 67 89
433 10 Y Reduced C A Y2 Blue 156 49 140
434 10 Y Reduced C B Y2 Blue 212 40 89
435 10 Y Reduced C C Y2 Blue 155 114 83
436 10 Y Reduced C D Y2 Blue 288 0 59
437 10 Y Reduced C A Y2 Blue 211 40 90
438 10 Y Reduced C B Y2 Blue 272 19 58
439 10 Y Reduced C C Y2 Blue 260 0 80
440 10 Y Reduced C D Y2 Blue 165 0 175
441 10 Y Reduced C A Y2 Blue 248 30 70
442 10 Y Reduced C B Y2 Blue 317 0 29
443 10 Y Reduced C C Y2 Blue 165 29 158
444 10 Y Reduced C D Y2 Blue 309 10 20
445 10 Y Reduced C 2 A Y1 Red 253 0 97
446 10 Y Reduced C 2 B Y1 Red 210 71 69
447 10 Y Reduced C 2 C Y1 Red 158 132 58
448 10 Y Reduced C 2 D Y1 Red 278 40 21
449 10 Y Reduced C 2 A Y1 Red 274 0 69
450 10 Y Reduced C 2 B Y1 Red 309 9 27
451 10 Y Reduced C 2 C Y1 Red 279 19 48
452 10 Y Reduced C 2 D Y1 Red 214 39 96
453 10 Y Reduced C 2 A Y1 Red 270 30 50
454 10 Y Reduced C 2 B Y1 Red 272 26 49
455 10 Y Reduced C 2 C Y1 Red 298 10 29
456 10 Y Reduced C 2 D Y1 Red 216 19 108
457 10 Y Reduced C 3 A Y2 Yellow 199 48 90
458 10 Y Reduced C 3 B Y2 Yellow 137 88 124
459 10 Y Reduced C 3 C Y2 Yellow 230 59 50
460 10 Y Reduced c 3 D Y2 Yellow 251 29 69
461 10 Y Reduced c 3 A Y2 Yellow 237 49 60
462 10 Y Reduced c 3 B Y2 Yellow 297 10 30
463 10 Y Reduced c 3 C Y2 Yellow 227 38 78
464 10 Y Reduced c 3 D Y2 Yellow 258 0 91
465 10 Y Reduced c 3 A Y2 Yellow 225 19 106
466 10 Y Reduced c 3 B Y2 Yellow 272 29 40
467 10 Y Reduced c 3 C Y2 Yellow 246 42 51
468 10 Y Reduced c 3 D Y2 Yellow 265 30 40
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Observ UnitOrientat Space Type Layer Layer Configur Grop Good Broke Crack
469 '10 Y Reduced C 4 A Y1 Green 280 30 40
470 '10 Y Reduced C 4 B Y1 Green 240 31 80
471 '10 Y Reduced C 4 C Y1 Green 203 58 86
472 '10 Y Reduced C 4 D Y1 Green 260 60 30
473 10 Y Reduced C 4 A Y1 Green 165 116 68
474 10 Y Reduced C 4 B Y1 Green 225 20 96
475 10 Y Reduced C 4 C Y1 Green 258 51 30
476 10 Y Reduced C 4 D Y1 Green 234 28 86
477 10 Y Reduced C 4 A Y1 Green 177 19 154
478 10 Y Reduced C 4 B Y1 Green 212 48 87
479 10 Y Reduced C 4 C Y1 Green 302 0 49
480 10 Y Reduced C 4 D Y1 Green 228 29 88
481 X Current C A X1 Green 190 82 60
482 X Current C B X1 Green 170 141 31
483 X Current C C X1 Green 177 70 107
484 X Current C D X1 Green 214 98 40
485 X Current C A X1 Green 231 20 81
486 X Current C B X1 Green 182 75 81
487 X Current C C X1 Green 184 57 106
488 X Current C D X1 Green 103 123 115
489 X Current C A X1 Green 140 102 91
490 X Current C B X1 Green 189 71 80
491 X Current C C X1 Green 108 89 145
492 X Current C D X1 Green 97 89 156
493 X Current C 2 A X1 Blue 200 50 88
494 X Current C 2 B X1 Blue 233 51 41
495 X Current C 2 C X1 Blue 189 20 145
496 X Current C 2 D X1 Blue 163 93 93
497 X Current C 2 A X1 Blue 239 30 60
498 X Current c 2 B X1 Blue 100 91 152
499 X Current c 2 C X1 Blue 186 49 114
500 X Current c 2 D X1 Blue 147 49 115
501 X Current c 2 A X1 Blue 178 70 79
502 X Current c 2 B X1 Blue 123 102 122
503 X Current c 2 C X1 Blue 164 59 127
504 X Current c 2 D X1 Blue 87 117 145
505 X Current c 3 A X1 Red 160 80 89
506 X Current c 3 B X1 Red 72 136 133
507 X Current c 3 C X1 Red 175 93 74
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508 11 X Current C 3 D X1 Red 163 61 125
509 11 X Current C 3 A X1 Red 269 60 10
510 11 X Current C 3 B X1 Red 162 82 102
511 11 X Current C 3 C X1 Red 174 79 97
512 11 X Current C 3 D X1 Red 145 135 62
513 11 X Current C 3 A X1 Red 200 29 110
514 11 X Current C 3 B X1 Red 204 100 70
515 11 X Current C 3 C X1 Red 136 87 126
516 11 X Current C 3 D X1 Red 102 136 114
517 11 X Current C 4 A X1 Yellow 145 83 115
518 11 X Current C 4 B X1 Yellow 150 96 102
519 11 X Current C 4 C X1 Yellow 114 138 89
520 11 X Current C 4 D X1 Yellow 188 122 42
521 11 X Current C 4 A X1 Yellow 176 110 49
522 11 X Current C 4 B X1 Yellow 122 153 71
523 11 X Current C 4 C X1 Yellow 209 97 38
524 11 X Current C 4 D X1 Yellow 147 77 124
525 11 X Current C 4 A X1 Yellow 114 92 135
526 11 X Current C 4 B X1 Yellow 152 92 114
527 11 X Current C 4 C X1 Yellow 166 50 126
528 11 X Current C 4 D X1 Yellow 112 123 117
529 12 X Reduced C A X1 Red 223 50 79
530 12 X Reduced C B X1 Red 175 77 98
531 12 X Reduced C C X1 Red 186 106 58
532 12 X Reduced C D X1 Red 219 88 50
533 12 X Reduced C A X1 Red 166 69 118
534 12 X Reduced C B X1 Red 223 58 67
535 12 X Reduced c C X1 Red 145 77 126
536 12 X Reduced c D X1 Red 240 39 60
537 12 X Reduced c A X1 Red 192 88 69
538 12 X Reduced c B X1 Red 198 111 41
539 12 X Reduced c C X1 Red 206 68 68
540 12 X Reduced c D X1 Red 169 130 38
541 12 X Reduced c 2 A X1 Yellow 179 59 110
542 12 X Reduced c 2 B X1 Yellow 189 50 109
543 12 X Reduced c 2 C X1 Yellow 257 59 60
544 12 X Reduced c 2 D X1 Yellow 269 49 29
545 12 X Reduced c 2 A X1 Yellow 199 50 90
546 12 X Reduced c 2 B X1 Yellow 248 29 59
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547 12 X Reduced C 2 C X1 Yellow 239 40 70
548 12 X Reduced C 2 D X1 Yellow 228 69 50
549 12 X Reduced C 2 A X1 Yellow 108 124 115
550 12 X Reduced C 2 B X1 Yellow 199 110 40
551 12 X Reduced C 2 C X1 Yellow 93 137 125
552 12 X Reduced C 2 D X1 Yellow 161 108 70
553 12 X Reduced C 3 A X1 Green 244 66 79
554 12 X Reduced C 3 B X1 Green 246 40 59
555 12 X Reduced C 3 C X1 Green 166 111 77
556 12 X Reduced C 3 D X1 Green 236 20 90
557 12 X Reduced C 3 A X1 Green 164 87 97
558 12 X Reduced C 3 B X1 Green 174 35 136
559 12 X Reduced C 3 C X1 Green 146 93 105
560 12 X Reduced C 3 D X1 Green 31 167 145
561 12 X Reduced C 3 A X1 Green 213 88 39
562 12 X Reduced C 3 B X1 Green 174 87 88
563 12 X Reduced C 3 C X1 Green 146 126 74
564 12 X Reduced C 3 D X1 Green 202 50 97
565 12 X Reduced C 4 A X1 Blue 168 29 148
566 12 X Reduced C 4 B X1 Blue 155 40 155
567 12 X Reduced C 4 C X1 Blue 145 39 158
568 12 X Reduced C 4 D X1 Blue 145 85 116
569 12 X Reduced C 4 A X1 Blue 106 58 183
570 12 X Reduced C 4 B X1 Blue 137 30 174
571 12 X Reduced C 4 C X1 Blue 145 62 135
572 12 X Reduced C 4 D X1 Blue 156 57 134
573 12 X Reduced C 4 A X1 Blue 204 49 97
574 12 X Reduced c 4 B X1 Blue 146 78 125
575 12 X Reduced c 4 C X1 Blue 137 97 108
576 12 X Reduced c 4 D X1 Blue 164 85 98
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APPENDIX G
Analysis ofVariance
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All these ANOVA's should be interpreted in light of the differences in the size of the
units in the experiment. However, these different sizes of units appear that they may be
treated similarly, based on evidence such as the half-normal plot above.
%Good'
= OR|HS|FT|TL|OL.
Analysis of Variance (Balanced Designs)
Factor Type Leve!Ls Values
OR fixed 3 -1 0 1
HS fixed 2 -1 1
FT fixed 2 -1 1
TL fixed 4 1 2 3 4
OL fixed 4 1 2 3 4
Analysis of Variance for %Good
Source DF SS MS F P
OR 2 19838.2 9919.1 58.47 0.000
HS 1 18465.6 18465 .6 108.84 0.000
FT 1 1471.3 1471.3 8.67 0.003
TL 3 710.0 236.7 1.39 0.244
OL 3 150.6 50.2 0.30 0.828
OR*HS 2 466.3 233 .2 1.37 0.254
OR*FT 2 216.9 108.5 0.64 0.528
OR*TL 6 2080.3 346.7 2 .04 0.059
OR*OL 6 2070 4 345.1 2 .03 0.060
HS*FT 1 136.9 136.9 0.81 0.370
HS*TL 3 1209.8 403 .3 2 .38 0.070
HS*OL 3 1775.8 591.9 3 49 0.016
FT*TL 3 896.1 298.7 1.76 0.154
FT*OL 3 750.5 250.2 1.47 0.221
TL*OL 9 1018.6 113 .2 0.67 0 739
OR*HS*FT 2 7805.4 3902.7 23 .'00 0.000
OR*HS*TL 6 1109.1 184.9 1.09 0.368
OR+HS*OL 6 1813 .4 302 .2 1.78 0.102
OR'FT*TL 6 1658.4 276.4 1.63 0.138
OR*FT*OL 6 1506.7 251.1 1.48 0.184
OR*TL*OL 18 1881.2 104.5 0.62 0.888
HS*FT*TL 3 1820.8 606.9 3 .58 0.014
HS*FT*OL 3 554.7 184.9 1.09 0.353
HS*TL*OL 9 1043 .8 116.0 0.68 0 724
FT*TL*OL 9 923 .3 102.6 0.60 0.793
OR*HS*FT*TL 6 894.4 149.1 0.88 0.511
OR*HS*FT* OL 6 846.1 141.0 0.83 0.546
OR*HS*TL* OL 18 2213 .3 123 .0 0.72 0.786
OR*FT*TL*OL 18 2184.9 121.4 0.72 0.796
HS*FT*TL*OL 9 1611.5 179.1 1.06 0.395
OR*HS*FT*TL*OL 18 1658.5 92.1 0.54 0.937
Error 384 65145.9 169 7
Total 575 145928.8
(??)
Note: these F-ratios should be interpreted cautiously. This primarily
illustrates the lack of effect of most of the factors.
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Reducing the model and then adding the measurement group as a factor
MTB > ANOVA ' %Good ' = OR | HS | FT MG .
Analysis of Variance (Balanced Designs)
Factor Type Levels Values
OR fixed 3-101
HS fixed 2-11
FT fixed 2-11
MG fixed 4 0 12 3
Analysis of Variance for %Good
Source DF SS MS F P
OR 2 19838.2 9919.1 57.67 0.000
HS 1 18465.6 18465.6 107.36 0.000
FT 1 1471.3 1471.3 8.55 0.004
OR*HS 2 466.3 233.2 1.36 0.259
OR*FT 2 216.9 108.5 0.63 0.533
HS*FT 1 136.9 136.9 0.80 0.373
OR*HS*FT 2 7805.4 3902.7 22.69 0.000 * (??)
MG 3 1042.1 347 4 2.02 0.110
Error 561 96486.0 172.0
Total 575 145928.8
So measurement group is not important.
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Here is an analysis of the natural logarithm of broken+/cracked+ ratio
(Corresponds to looking at geometric means ...)
MTB > ANOVA 'In b+/c+' = OR | HS | FT | TL | OL .
Analysis of Variance (Balanced Designs)
Factor Type
OR fixed
HS fixed
FT fixed
TL fixed
OL fixed
Levels Values
Analysis of Variance for In b+/c+
Source DF SS MS F P
OR 2 29.4831 14.7415 29.45 0.000 *
HS 1 13 .1580 13 .1580 26.29 0.000 *
FT 1 2.0805 2.0805 4.16 0.042
TL 3 1.0967 0.3656 0.73 0.534
OL 3 2.1002 0 7001 1.40 0.243
OR*HS 2 0.1038 0.0519 0.10 0.901
OR*FT 2 9.5923 4.7961 9.58 0.000 *
OR*TL 6 4.9385 0.8231 1.64 0.134
OR*OL 6 4.8178 0.8030 1.60 0.145
HS*FT 1 0.0764 0.0764 0.15 0.696
HS*TL 3 1.5170 0.5057 1.01 0.388
HS*OL 3 3 .2219 1.0740 2 .15 0.094
FT*TL 3 1.5596 0.5199 1.04 0.375
FT*OL 3 0.3328 0.1109 0.22 0.881
TL*OL 9 1.7304 0.1923 0.38 0.943
OR*HS*FT 2 3 .9875 1.9937 3 .98 0.019
OR*HS*TL 6 7.1432 1.1905 2 .38 0.029
OR*HS*OL 6 5.5487 0.9248 1.85 0.089
OR*FT*TL 6 6 7543 1.1257 2 .25 0.038
OR*FT*OL 6 4.4194 0.7366 1.47 0.187
OR*TL*OL 18 8.2841 0.4602 0.92 0.555
HS*FT*TL 3 0.5629 0 .1876 0.37 0.771
HS*FT*OL 3 1.6475 0.5492 1.10 0.350
HS*TL*OL 9 5.0539 0.5615 1.12 0.346
FT*TL*OL 9 9.1217 1.0135 2 .02 0.036
OR*HS*FT*'TL 6 11.6288 1.9381 3 .87 0.001 ? (ignore
OR*HS*FT*OL 6 3 .1809 0.5301 1.06 0.387
OR*HS*TL*OL 18 8.1846 0.4547 0.91 0.568
OR*FT*TL*OL 18 12.3598 0.6867 1.37 0.142
HS*FT*TL*OL 9 7.6686 0.8521 1.70 0.087
OR*HS*FT*TL*OL 18 10.3797 0.5767 1.15 0.299
Error 384 192.1951 0.5005
Total 575 373 .9296
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MTB > ANOVA 'In b+/c+' = OR HS FT or* ft MG .
Analysis of Variance (Balanced Designs)
Factor Type Levels Values
OR fixed 3-10
HS fixed 2-11
FT fixed 2-11
MG fixed 4 0 1
Analysis of Variance for In b+/c+
Source DF SS MS F p
OR 2 29 .4831 14 .7415 27 .13 0 .000
HS 1 13 .1580 13 .1580 24 .21 0 .000
FT 1 2..0805 2..0805 3 .83 0 .051
OR* FT 2 9..5923 4 .7961 8 .83 0..000
MG 3 12..0244 4..0081 7 . 38 0..000
Error 566 307..5914 0..5434
Total 575 373 . 9296
So measurement group is important here, Here is why
Variable MG N Mean
In b+/c+ 0 144 -0 .2310
1 144 -0 .3031
2 144 -0 .5874
3 144 -0 .2447
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Graphs
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